Success

Communication-form important tool
Orientation - short option - long? - first day
Food!

- Department websites
  - for dual credits
  - Fleming
- College faculty meet with secondary teachers - they schedule the meetings themselves. Then they have to meet together

- Have a social worker that goes into SWAC (Georgian). Students have access to them helps with housing, etc. The college allocates a counsellor to this
Challenges

- Attendance from students & lack of motivation

- Difficulty bringing together college faculty & secondary to create the overlay of curriculum for team-taughts

- Volunteer hours for SWAC students
  - Perhaps use Co-Curricular Record System at the college
  - Unique idea: one of the teachers gets the students to knit blankets, scarves, hats, etc. to fulfill the volunteer hours for charity

- SWF faculty time for orientation

- Transportation for students
Other tools

- Technology available
  - E-learning courses - still come to a place (St. Lawrence) every week for resources to help with success
  - Ensure SWAC teachers have credit recovery knowledge
  - Security issues & who is responsible
    - i.e.: at the college -- update the security documentation & make sure the teachers are aware
  - D2L - online options in case student can't attend -- accessible to students in SWAC & helps with Geography issues
  - Rosie will send in a spreadsheet & a "Cheat sheet" to put with this information